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1. Introduction. We let dm denote a a finite positive measure
and L(dm) a usual Hilbert space composed of dm integrable complex
valued functions F(t) on a dm measurable set T and with finite norms

[[FtI()--;r [F(t)l dm(t).

For an arbitrary set E and any fixed complex valued unction h(t, p)
on T E satisfying h(t, p) e L(dm) for any fixed p e E, we consider the
integral transform of F L(dm)

f(p)- F(t)h(t, p)dm(t).(1.1)
JT

Then, we first show that the functions f(p) form a Hilbert (possibly
finite dimensional) space H which is naturally determined by the
integral transform. Furthermore, we establish the fundamental rela-
tionship between the two Hilbert spaces L(dm) and H.

The author wishes to thank Profs. T. Ando, F. Beatrous, Jr., J.
Burbea, I. Onda and N. Suita or their valuable advice and comments
for these materials.

2. The image by the integral transform and norm inequality.
We define the unction K(p, q) on E E

K(p, q)-- h(t, q)h(t p)dm(t).(2.1)
JT

Note that K(p, q) is a positive matrix on E in the sense of Moore; i.e.,

aveg(p, p) >= 0
u=l ;=I

for any finite set {p} of E and for any complex numbers {}. This
implies that for K(p, q), there exists a uniquely determined Hilbert
space H composed of functions on E admitting K(p, q) as a reproduc-
ing kernel [2], p. 344 and [1], p. 143. Then, we obtain

Theorem 1.1. For the integral transform (1.1), we obtain

(2.2) ]ftlr IF(t)] din(t).

Further, (1.1) gives a mapping from L2(dm) onto H, and for any f e H,

(2.3) IIfllS=min
r
IF(t)12 dm(t)

w here the minimum is taken over all functions F e L2(dm) satisfying
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(2.4) f(p)-- F(t)h(t, p)dm(t).
T

Moreover, the family of functions {h(t, p)IP e E} is complete in L.(dm)
if and only if (1.1) gives an isometrical mapping between L(dm) and H.

For the proo
reproducing kernels using the direct integral theory which is estab-
lished by L. Schwartz [6], pp. 170-174, but we can obtain the theorem
by a quite elementary method, directly.

3. Inverse transgorm. We consider the inverse transform for
(1.1). We assume first that (h(t, P)IP e E} is complete in L.(dm) and
further we assume that for f e H and for any p e E,

In particular, or almost all t of T with respect to dm measure
(3.2) h(t, p) e H,
(3.3) (f(q), h(t, q)), i.(dm).
Then, we have immediately

Theorem 3.1. We assume that (h(t, p) p e E} is complete in
L.(dm) and (3.1) is valid. Then, the inverse for (1.1) is given by
(3.4) F(t)-(f(p),

The condition (3.1) is, in general, strong. In order to obtain a
more general inverse formula, we assume that E is a region/2 in an
Euclidean space. We let (E);: be an exhaustion of 2 by compact
subsets of
a a finite positive measure da on/2 as follows

(3.5) Iif II=limr f(q)[ da(q)=, If(q)I da(q).

Further, we assume that
(3.6) for all N and for all p e E, If(q)h(t, p)h(t, q)l is integrable on

(t, q) e TE
(3.7) for all N, If(q)f(q’)h(t, q)h(t, q’)[ is integrable on (q, q’, t) e E

ET.
Then, we obtain

Theorem 3.2. We assume that {h(t,p)lp e E} is complete in
L(dm) and there exists an exhaustion {E}__ of 2 by compact subsets
of (2 satisfying (3.5), (3.6)and (3.7). Then,

F(t)=s-lim [ f(q)h(t, q)da(q)(3.8)
N--,oo JEN

in the sense of strong convergence in L(dm).
When the family (h(t, p)]p e E} is not complete in L.(dm), let, for

f e H, F*(t) e L.(dm) be such that IIF*lI()=infimum of IIFII,() for
/ satisfying (2.4). We assume that for anyE and for any F e L(dm),
(3.9) [F(t)f(q)h(t, q)l is integrable on TE.
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Then, we obtain
Theorem 3.3. We assume that there exists an exhaustion {E}__

of [2 by compact subsets of Y2 satisfying (3.5), (3.6), (3.7)and (3.9).
Then, we have the inverse formula
(3.10) F*(t)=s-lim I f(q)h(t, q)da(q).

4. txpansions of reproducing kernels. The identity (2.1) en-
ables us to construct many concrete reproducing kernels. However,
a crucial point in the application of our theory is to realize the (ab-
stract) Hilbert space H admitting K(p, q) as a reproducing kernel.
We can realize the space H by using expansions of K(p, q) which con-
tain the expression (2.1) itself. Cf. Berezanskii [3], Chapter VIII.

Next we show other two general methods which give the expres-
sion (2.1).

First, suppose that a concrete Hilbert space H with a reproducing
kernel K(p, q) and an isometrical mapping L’HL(dm) are given.
The image of K(p, q) by L is denoted by
(4.1) g(t, q)=LK(p, q).

Then, we have the desired identity

(4.2) K(p, q)=r gr.(t, q) g(t, p) dm(t).

See Shapiro-Shields [5] and Burbea [4]. Then, we obtain
Theorem 4.1. For the integral transform

(4.3) f(p)=[ F(t) g(t, p) dm(t) for F e L(dm),
JT

we have the identity

(4.4) Ilfl=[r_ f(t) rim(t).

Further, (4.3) gives the isometrical mapping L, and the family
{g(t, P) P e E} is complete in L.(dm).

Shapiro-Shields [5] and Burbea [4] obtained miscellaneous concrete
identities of type (4.2). Therefore, we can obtain many integral trans-
forms whose inverses are concretely determined. Further, we can
obtain completeness theorems for the corresponding {gr(t, P) IP e E}.

Secondary, we can use the Parseval’s formula. For example, for
F(x)=l/(x+a)(aO), we have F=//2 e and so we obtain

: dx e-Xe-dx= (a, b O).
(x +a)(x + b) 2 2(a+ b)

Here Fo denotes the Fourier cosine transform of F. See [7], p. 180.
5. One example. Here we discuss only one integral transform

by using our general theory. For x>0, we consider the integral
transform
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(5.1) f(x)-- --2 F(t) sin xt dt

or real valued unctions F(t) satisfying

(5.2) dt<.

Following (2.1), we consider the identity

(5.3) [ sin xt sin yt dr=rain (x, y) (x, y>0).
t

See [7], p. 180. Here, rain (x, y) is the reproducing kernel for the
Hilbert space composed of all functions f(x) on (0, ) such that f(x)
is absolutely continuous, f(0)=0, if(x)e L(O, ) and with the norm

(5.4) {I: f’(x)dx }m
From Theorem 2.1, we obtain the identity

Further, from Theorem 3.2, we obtain the inverse transform for (5.1)
(5.6) F(t)=s-lim F(t)

or

in he saee satisfying
A full aper for his rsumg will aear in some journal wih

miscellaneous concrete examples and alieaions.
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